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Launched in 2005,
Russia Today TV has
embraced technology to
get its output across YouTube, Facebook,
MySpace, Blogger etc.
During the South
Ossetian conflict, the
number of RT online
viewers on the
Livestation platform
surpassed that of BBC
World News, being
second only to Al
Jazeera English. RT's
Arabic TV channel was
launched in May 2007 –
we spoke to Aydar
Aganin who heads
Rusiya Al-Yaum

t is not by accident that
Russia has got its own TV
channel broadcasting in
Arabic. Russia and the
Middle East have
traditionally had close ties –
social, economic, political
and cultural. Therefore, it’s logical
that our nations should have a
direct medium of communication.
Our Arabic channel is oriented
towards a broad target audience,
not merely the foreign language
speaking elite. Most of all we hope
that Rusiya Al-Yaum will help our
viewers to discover the real Russia,
free of bias and stereotypes. We
want them to find out what
Russians say and think ‘first-hand’,
not as interpreted by other media.
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Where do you recruit your staff?
We have about 300 staff on the
Arabic channel. Most of the on-air
personnel are journalists from
Arabic countries – Syria, Lebanon,
Iraq, Egypt, Jordan, Palestine,
Algeria, Libya, Morocco,
Mauritania, Sudan, Yemen and
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Oman, as well as Israeli Arabs. If
we want our viewers to trust us, we
need to speak to them in their own
language. As for the rest of the
personnel, we find that local
resources are more than enough.
There are leading specialists
working in our newsroom.
What is the unique selling point of
your channel?
We are radically different from the
mainstream media, and that’s what
makes us interesting. Except for
burning issues such as the war in
Gaza or the Lebanon election, you
won’t see us showing any stories
that have been ‘done to death’ by
other channels.
Talking about Gaza: a couple of
months ago about 40,000 people
phoned and sent a message to Iraqi
TV channel Ar-Rai to say which
channel covered the Gaza war best
of all – Rusiya Al-Yaum and AlJazeera were named the most
objective ones. With the stories we
cover, we try to find something
special – something that's
interesting to the Arab viewer.
For example only Rusiya AlYaum viewers had a chance to put
questions to the cosmonauts of the
20th expedition to the ISS and
receive an answer on air. And in
August 2008 the Arab world was
watching events of the war in South
Ossetia live on Russia Al Yaum. We
reported live from the spot – from
Tbilisi, Gori, and destroyed
Tskhinval. Our correspondent was
the only Arab and foreign
correspondent there, who worked
in Tskhinval on the night of
Georgian aggression.
The Arabic-speaking audience is
geographically very wide-spread…
We have potential viewers in two
dozen Arab countries, plus several
million Arabs who live outside
their region, which means there is a
wide national, ethnic, religious and
cultural spectrum. Political interests
are also different - for example, in
the Southern Arabian Peninsula, in
the Arab-Israeli conflict zone, in
the Maghreb.
We need to take all this into

account and make our product
interesting for everyone.
I have to say that we have been
successful - we are getting very
positive feedback from all over the
Arab world.
How easy is it to report from and
about the Middle East?
It’s quite hard. There is a different
level of tolerance to a new
viewpoint, a different reaction to
criticism; often what is simply a
non-positive story is taken as
criticism. Actually there are many
problems. That’s why we always
have to remember who we are
working for, who our viewers are,
and what they expect from us.
On the whole the work of the
Arabic channel newsroom doesn’t
differ much from the work of the
English channel’s. We have a team
of professionals, our policy is to
avoid a personal viewpoint while
preparing a story, each bit of the
text is double-checked before it
goes on air, we literally check every
second of the broadcast.
How important is online for you?
For us, online delivery is as
important as the broadcast, and we
are increasing our online presence.
At present www.rtarabic.com is a
separate information resource.
According to Google Analytics,
during the first quarter of this year
2.5m users viewed Russia Al
Yaum’s web site.
The amount of traffic on our web
site has increased 26-fold in the last
year. In May 2009 we launched the
Arabic social net, and the number
of registrations has reached several
thousands by now.
What about delivery on mobile?
It’s evident that delivery on mobile
has a great future. However, we are
still studying this market and
analysing future options.
Unfortunately, compared with
Europe, in some Middle East
countries the level of mobile
communication penetration and
availability of multifunctional
telephones – due to high prices –
is still low.
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You
won’t see
us showing
stories
that have
been ‘done
to death’
by other
channels
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Are you working in partnership in
your local target area?
We are already cooperating with
leading TV channels in the Middle
East. In March 2009 we had our
first TV link-up which was shown
on Rusiya Al-Yaum and the main
information channel of Lebanon,
Akhbar Al Mustakbal. In May we
started a similar project with Syrian
TV. Projects with Egypt, Libya,
Oman, Saudi Arabia are in the
pipeline.
Is there room for the growing
number of news channels
targeting the Middle East?
Actually a media outlet can only be
successful if it finds its niche in the
market. If this is the case, there will
be room for such a project, now or
in 5 or 15 years…
Where would you like to be in five
years' time with Arabic?
Our goal is that viewers turn to
Rusiya Al-Yaum not only for news
about Russia, but that we are a
source for news about the Arab
world.
Aydar Aganin, thank you. ■
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